
Privacy policy of the FH Vorarlberg website including repository 
 
By providing the following privacy policy in accordance with the provisions of the EU 
General Data Protection Regulation, we would like to inform you which personal data 
is processed for which purposes, which information is collected and what options or 
functions you have at your disposal. 
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1. General information on data processing 
 

1.1. General principle: We only collect and process personal data to the extent that 
this is supported by a legal basis, such as for contract fulfilment or according to 
user consent. You can find further details on the legal bases under the 
respective processing activities. 
 



1.2. Legal bases: According to Art. 6 (1) GDPR, data processing is only lawful if one 
of the following conditions is met: 

• The data subject has provided their consent to the processing of their 
personal data for one or multiple stated purposes; 

• Processing is necessary for the fulfilment of a contract whose contracting 
party is the data subject or for the performance of pre-contractual measures 
that are carried out at the request of the data subject; 

• Processing is necessary for the fulfilment of a legal obligation to which the 
controller is subject; 

• Processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data 
subject or another natural person; 

• Processing is necessary for the performance of a task that lies in the public 
interest or in the exercise of public authority which has been assigned to the 
controller; 

• Processing is necessary for maintaining the legitimate interests of the 
controller or a third party, insofar as the interests or basic rights and 
freedoms of the data subject that require the protection of personal data do 
not prevail, in particular if the data subject is a minor. 

 
1.3. Storage duration: Personal data is only stored for as long as this is necessary 

for the designated purpose, this is prescribed on the basis of European or 
national legal provisions (laws, regulations or other rules) or this is required on 
the basis of the legitimate interest of the controller or a third party.  

 
 

2. Individual processing activities 
 

Here we inform you of the data processing designated for the individual processing 
activities and services offered, as well as the corresponding legal basis, storage 
duration and data recipients. Please note the respective information on data 
protection.  
 
 

3. Cookies 
 

3.1. What are cookies? 
Cookies are small files that are stored in your browser when you visit most websites. 
A cookie consists of a name and a value.  
 
Cookies store certain user data, such as the language setting of the website and 
login status. When you next visit our website, your browser will then use the cookie to 
send back the stored information to our website. The website then recognises who 
you are due to the cookies and you are provided your usual standard settings. 
Cookies can also be used to store the interests of users and their behaviour on 
individual websites in user profiles. 
 
First-party cookies are those that are created directly by our website.  
Third-party cookies are created by partner websites (e.g. Google Analytics).  



Each individual cookie is assessed separately, since each cookie has its own 
properties and stores different data. 
 

3.2. What types of cookies exist? 
• Strictly necessary cookies: these are necessary to ensure the basic 

functionality of the website. 
• Functional cookies: these collect information on user behaviour as well as 

whether the user receives error messages. These cookies are used to 
measure the loading time and behaviour of the website in different browsers. 

• Goal-orientated cookies: these are responsible for improved user-friendliness 
and store entered locations, font sizes or form data, for example. 

• Advertising cookies: these are also known as targeting cookies. These 
cookies are used to send the user personalised advertising. 

 
Normally when you first visit a website, you are asked whether and which types of 
cookies you would like to approve. 
 

3.3. You can find information on managing cookies as follows: 

• Google 
• Firefox 
• Windows 
• Safari 

 
3.4. How can I delete cookies or withdraw my consent? 

You decide whether you wish to use or approve cookies. You always have the option 
to delete saved cookies in your browser, or only to approve or deactivate them in 
part. For example, you can block cookies from third-party providers but allow other 
cookies. 
 
In your browser settings, you can see which cookies have been saved and you can 
also change the cookie settings or delete cookies that have been saved. 
 
You have the option to cancel consent you have previously given at any time or to 
object to the processing of your data using cookies (opt-out). 

You can declare an objection using your browser settings, for example by 
deactivating the use of cookies or blocking cookies that have been placed. Please 
note that this may result in the restricted functionality of the online offering.  

You can object to the use of cookies for online marketing purposes using certain 
services (web choice tools), especially in the case of tracking, via the following 
websites for example. 

- http://www.aboutads.info/choices/ (US page) 
- http://www.youronlinechoices.com/ (EU page) 
- http://optout.aboutads.info 

 
Before we process not strictly necessary cookie data on the basis of your consent, or 
have such data processed, we shall request your consent which may be revoked at 
any time. Prior to receiving consent, some cookies may be placed that are required 

https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=de&co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop
http://support.mozilla.com/en-US/kb/Cookies#w_cookie-settings
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-vista/Block-or-allow-cookies
http://www.apple.com/safari/features.html#security
http://www.aboutads.info/choices/
http://www.youronlinechoices.com/
http://optout.aboutads.info/


for the operation of the online offering. Their use takes place on the basis of the 
legitimate interest of the website controller (Art. 6 (1f) GDPR) or also in the interest of 
users in the expected functionality of the online offering. 

 

3.5. Data subjects:  
Website visitors and users of online services 
 

3.6. Data categories:  
Usage data (e.g. visited website, dwell time, interest in content, access times, other 
access requests), meta/communication data (e.g. device information and settings, IP 
address) 
 

3.7. Legal basis 
The legal basis for data processing with cookies depends on the circumstances. The 
legal basis may arise from Article 6 (1a) GDPR and is likewise based on your 
consent that you have provided. Depending on the circumstances, the legal basis for 
this data processing may arise from Art. 6 (1b) GDPR and may be necessary for 
contract fulfilment or the performance of pre-contractual measures or be justified in 
the legitimate interest of the controller pursuant to Art. 6 (1f) GDPR. 

 
 

4. Google reCAPTCHA 
4.1. Provider:  

Google Ireland Limited, Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland 
 

4.2. Data subjects:  
Website visitors 

 
4.3. Processing purpose: 

Optimisation of services and protection from cyber attacks 
 

4.4. Data categories: 
IP address, browser information, your operating system and restricted location and 
usage data 

 
4.5. Legal basis: 

Insofar as and to the extent that the users have provided their consent to the use of 
third-party providers, the legal basis for data processing is their consent. Otherwise, 
data processing is justified by the legal basis of the legitimate interest of 
FH Vorarlberg, which lies in ensuring the security of the website and the defence 
against unwanted automated accesses in the form of spam etc., as well as providing 
a website with efficient, economical and user-friendly services and optimising same 
on an ongoing basis for competition and marketing reasons. In this connection, we 
also refer to the data protection information on the use of cookies (Art. (1a) and (1f) 
GDPR). 



Google offers further information on how it generally handles user data at 
https://policies.google.com/privacy. 

 
4.6. Other information: 

Insofar as you do not want data to be transmitted to Google, it is necessary that you 
completely log out from Google and delete all Google cookies before you visit the 
website of FH Vorarlberg. Otherwise, by using the FH website, you agree that data 
may be automatically collected and used by Google LLC. Here it is important to note 
that when using Google tools, data may also be stored and processed outside the 
EU in third countries whose level of data protection does not correspond to that of the 
EU. As a result, this may limit the rights of data subjects and enable authorities to 
access personal data. 

 

5. Further information on web analysis and optimisation 
5.1. General information:  

Website visits are evaluated by means of web analysis. In this connection, the 
behaviour, interests or demographic information of website visitors, such as age and 
gender (as pseudonymous data), may be analysed. Moreover, it is possible to 
recognise the time at which the online offering, its functions or content are used most 
frequently and which areas have a need for optimisation. 

Test procedures may be used to test and optimise different versions of the online 
offering or parts thereof, for example. 

User profiles are created for this purpose and stored in a small file (cookie) or used 
for similar procedures with the same purpose. For example, this can include content 
viewed, websites visited and elements used there, as well as technical information 
such as browser and computer system used and usage times. If the users have 
agreed to the collection of their location data, this data may also be processed 
depending on the provider. 

The IP addresses of users are stored. However, IP masking is carried out to protect 
the users (pseudonymisation by shortening the IP address). As part of website 
analysis, A/B tests and optimisation, no plain data of users is stored such as names 
and email address, but rather pseudonyms. 

 
5.2. Data subjects:  

Website visitors and users of online services 
 

5.3. Processing purpose:  
Measuring reach (e.g. access statistics and recognition of returning visitors), tracking 
(e.g. interest- and behaviour-related profiling and use of cookies) and analysis of 
actions during visits 

 
5.4. Data categories:  

Usage data (e.g. website visited, interest in content, access times), meta and 
communication data (e.g. IP addresses and device information) 

https://policies.google.com/privacy


 
5.5. Legal bases:  

Insofar as and to the extent that the users have provided their consent to the use of 
third-party providers, the legal basis for data processing is their consent. Otherwise, 
data processing is conducted on the legal basis of the legitimate interest of 
FH Vorarlberg, which lies in providing a website with efficient, economical and user-
friendly services and optimising same on an ongoing basis for competition and 
marketing reasons. In this connection, we also refer to the data protection information 
on the use of cookies (Art. 6 (1a) and (1f) GDPR). 

 

6. Local Google Fonts 
Our website uses Google Fonts of the company Google Inc. (1600 Amphitheatre 
Parkway Mountain View, CA 94043, USA). The Google Fonts are integrated locally 
on our web server; no connection to Google servers is established in this context. 

 
Google Fonts is an interactive directory with numerous fonts that Google LLC makes 
available for free use. Further information on Google Fonts can be found via 
https://developers.google.com/fonts/faq?tid=211099882. 

 
 

7. Notice on security measures in place 
In consideration of the state of the art, implementation costs and the manner, scope, 
circumstances and purposes of processing as well as the different likelihoods of 
occurrence and severity of the risk for the rights and freedoms of natural persons, we 
take suitable technical and organisational measures to ensure the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of data.  

These measures encompass controlling physical and electronic access to the data 
and controlling existing access, entry and forwarding and the securing of availability. 
We have set up procedures to safeguard the maintenance of the rights of data 
subjects and ensure an appropriate response to the endangerment of data. 
Moreover, the protection of personal data is already considered in the selection of 
hardware and software and is supplemented by default settings that support data 
protection. 

To prevent unauthorised access to data transmitted over the Internet, we use https. 
The protection of confidential data can be ensured with TLS (Transport Layer 
Security), an encryption protocol for secure data transmission. You can recognise the 
use of this technical protection by the lock symbol in the top left of the browser and in 
the website address that begins with https (instead of http). 
 

 

8. Storage duration 
FH Vorarlberg stores personal data insofar as this is required for the duration of the 
business relationship or respectively data storage may also occur on the basis of pre-
contractual contact. 
 

https://developers.google.com/fonts/faq?tid=211099882


Whenever our website is visited, the web server automatically saves essential 
cookies. These are required for fundamental functions of the website. In terms of 
other cookies (analytics and social media), you can select whether these may be 
used. 

The storage duration for the website generally amounts to 26 months at most. 
Individual tools may have different storage durations. 
 
 

9. Use of contact forms 
 
When contacting FH Vorarlberg by email, via a contact form or in a blog, the data you 
transmit (name, email address, other contact data, usage data, meta data for security 
purposes and for service optimisation) are saved to handle your enquiry or to provide 
the information you requested. Without your consent, this data is not shared with third 
parties, unless this is necessary for the prosecution of unlawful behaviour. 
 
The legal basis for this data processing may arise from Art. 6 (1a) GDPR and in this 
case is supported by your consent, as this is required to respond to your enquiry or to 
provide the information requested. Depending on the circumstances, the legal basis 
for this data processing may arise from Art. 6 (1b) GDPR and be required for contract 
fulfilment or the performance of pre-contractual measures or be justified in the 
prevailing legitimate interest of the controller pursuant to Art. 6 (1f) GDPR, such as in 
the case of prosecuting unlawful behaviour. 

 

10. Other general references to external websites 
Visitors have the option to visit a range of external websites on which FH Vorarlberg 
is represented. If you exercise this option in order to display external content, you will 
be redirected from the website of FH Vorarlberg to another website. During this visit, 
numerous other cookies may be placed in your browser. FH Vorarlberg accepts no 
responsibility for cookies placed as soon as visitors have left the website of 
FH Vorarlberg. 
 

11. Social media 
 

11.1. General information:  
FH Vorarlberg uses social media for communication.  

 
Information on the scope and purpose of data collection by the social networks as 
well as the further data processing and use on the respective social network can be 
found in the privacy policies and other information directly on the website of the 
corresponding service. This is also where further information is provided on your 
corresponding data protection rights and possible settings for protecting your privacy.  

Data subjects: Visitors of social media pages and communication partners 

Processing purpose: Communication, marketing and advertising 



Data categories: Contact data, content data, usage data, communication and meta 
data 

Legal bases: Legitimate interests of FH Vorarlberg pursuant to Art. 6 (1f) GDPR to 
use appropriate communication in competition with other universities 

 

The addresses of the respective service providers and links to their privacy 
policies are listed below: 

 
11.2. Facebook 

Provider: Facebook Ireland Ltd., 4 Grand Canal Square, Grand Canal Harbour, 
Dublin 2, Ireland 

FH Vorarlberg is responsible together with Facebook Ireland Ltd. for data processing 
when you visit our Facebook pages. Information on the agreement to the shared 
processing of personal data on Facebook pages: 

Privacy policy: https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy 

Opt-out: https://www.facebook.com/settings?tab=ads and 
http://www.youronlinechoices.com 

Information on page insights data: 
https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms/information_about_page_insights_data  

 

11.3. LinkedIn 
Provider: LinkedIn Corporation, 2029 Stierlin Court, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA  

Privacy policy: https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy 

Further information on LinkedIn: 
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/a427660 

Opt-out: https://www.linkedin.com/psettings/guest-controls/retargeting-opt-out  

 

11.4. Instagram 
Provider:  Instagram Inc., 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, CA, 94025, USA. 
Instagram is a subsidiary of Facebook Inc. 

Privacy policy: http://instagram.com/about/legal/privacy/  

 

11.5. Xing  
Provider:  Social Media Netzwerk XING, XING SE, Dammtorstrasse 30, 20354 
Hamburg, Germany  

Privacy policy: https://www.xing.com/privacy  

 

https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy
https://www.facebook.com/settings?tab=ads
http://www.youronlinechoices.com/
https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms/information_about_page_insights_data
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/a427660
https://www.linkedin.com/psettings/guest-controls/retargeting-opt-out
http://instagram.com/about/legal/privacy/
https://www.xing.com/privacy


11.6. YouTube 
Provider:  Google Ireland Limited, Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland 

Privacy policy: https://policies.google.com/privacy 

Opt-out: https://adssettings.google.com/authenticated 

 

11.7. Miscellaneous 
To prevent Facebook from associating the data collected via our website directly to 
your Facebook profile, it is necessary to log out from Facebook before visiting our 
website.  

You can also completely prevent the loading of Facebook plugins with add-ons for 
your browser. 

For Mozilla Firefox: https://addons.mozilla.org/de/firefox/addon/facebook_blocker/  

For Chrome: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/search/block%20facebook  

To prevent Google or Twitter from associating the data collected via our website 
directly to your profile on YouTube (Google), it is necessary to log out from YouTube 
(Google) before visiting our website. You can also completely prevent the loading of 
Google plugins with add-ons for your browser, such as with the NoScript script 
blocker (noscript.net). 

 
 

12. Contact by users  
(such as via contact forms, email, telephone, social media platforms (not 
applicable for prospective students)) 

 
12.1. Data processing in the event of your contact: 
If you contact us via email, telephone, contact form or via social media, the 
information of the enquiring person is processed insofar as this is necessary for 
responding to the query and associated transactions. 

 
12.2. Data subjects:  
Enquiring persons and communication partners 

 
12.3. Processing purpose:  
Contractual and pre-contractual services, handling contact enquiries and 
communication, and security measures 

 
12.4. Data categories:  
Master data (e.g. names, addresses), contact data (e.g. email addresses, telephone 
numbers), communication and meta data (e.g. IP addresses, device information), 
usage data (e.g. visited websites, access times, interest in content), content data 
(e.g. information on the enquiring person such as texts, photos, videos, documents) 

 

https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://adssettings.google.com/authenticated
https://addons.mozilla.org/de/firefox/addon/facebook_blocker/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/search/block%20facebook


12.5. Legal bases:  
Answering contact enquiries in connection with contractual obligations occurs for the 
purpose of their fulfilment or due to pre-contractual obligations and on the basis of 
the legitimate interest of FH Vorarlberg to respond to such enquiries. The legal bases 
for this are therefore contract fulfilment and pre-contractual obligations, consent and 
legitimate interests (Art. 6 (a, b and f) GDPR). 

As a rule, the provision of personal data is not prescribed by law. Insofar as you 
provide us with data for a planned study programme, this may occur as a pre-
contractual obligation. Nevertheless, the provision of your data in this manner only for 
initial information is not contractually required nor necessary for contract conclusion. 
Insofar as you do not provide us with data in this manner, this shall result in no 
significant disadvantages for you.  

 
12.6. Recipients:  
As a rule, this data is not provided to third parties, unless third-party providers are 
used for communication, if data provision is necessary to assert or defend against 
legal claims or there is a legal obligation for this. 

 
12.7. Storage duration:  
The storage duration is determined by the respective content. 

 

13. Online publication server of FH Vorarlberg OPUS (repository) 

The repository of the library of Fachhochschule Vorarlberg GmbH is intended for the 
publication of master theses of graduates as well as scientific publications of internal 
employees of FH Vorarlberg. It is publicly viewable and can therefore be accessed by 
anyone. 

The cookie PHPSESSID is used when visiting the publication server; this cookie is 
absolutely necessary for checking and storing session information. Content 
(example): hmimrfic38m6c2a4ousnt861. The cookie is valid for the duration of a 
session.  

The following personal data is recorded in the registration form for the publication of a 
document on the publication server OPUS:  

Contact details of the contributor (note: contributors are often also authors): 

• Surname and first name 
Purpose: classification, contact, identification, necessary entries in the 
registration form 

• ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID)  
Purpose: unique identifier, voluntary entries in the registration form 

• Email address: 
Purpose: classification, contact, identification, necessary entries in the 
registration form 



Data of authors, publishers, supervisors 

• Surname and first name 
Purpose: classification, contact, identification, necessary entries in the 
registration form 

• ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID) 
Purpose: unique identifier, voluntary entries in the registration form 

• Organisational unit(s) for employees 
Purpose: classification of the document, necessary entries in the registration 
form 

• Study programme for students 
Purpose: classification of the document, necessary entries in the registration 
form 

Moreover, the bibliographical data of the document is also recorded which is 
necessary for publication on the publication server OPUS.  

 
 

14. Changes and updates to the privacy policy 
Please revisit the content of the privacy policy at regular intervals. The privacy policy 
will be adjusted when changes arise in how we process data. Insofar as an action is 
required on your part, such as consent, or an individual notification, we will inform 
you accordingly. 

 

15. Other important information 
If you send us personal data via email (not via the website), we are unable to 
guarantee secure transmission and the protection of personal data. We strongly 
recommend never transmitting confidential data by email in unencrypted form. 
 
 

16. Rights of data subjects according to the General Data Protection 
Regulation 

We would like to inform you that in relation to your personal data, you generally have 
the rights to information, correction, erasure, restriction, data portability, revocation 
and objection. Enquiries or requests in this connection can be addressed to 
datenschutz@fhv.at. 

If processing occurs on the basis of consent, you may revoke this consent at any 
time also by emailing datenschutz@fhv.at. Insofar as processing occurs on the basis 
of the legitimate interests of FH Vorarlberg, you can subject a justified objection 
according to the requirements of Art. 21 GDPR, although the lawfulness of data 
processing conducted prior to the revocation or objection remains unaffected.  

If you believe that data is being processed unlawfully, we ask you to contact us at 
datenschutz@fhv.at. Moreover, you have the right to lodge a complaint with the 
responsible data protection authority with respect to suspected unlawful data 
processing. 

mailto:datenschutz@fhv.at
mailto:datenschutz@fhv.at
mailto:datenschutz@fhv.at


 

17. Responsible controller for data processing and the data protection 
officer: 

Responsible controller: Fachhochschule Vorarlberg GmbH, Campus V, 
Hochschulstrasse 1, 6850 Dornbirn, info@fhv.at, +43 5572 792-0 

Data protection officer: datenschutz@fhv.at 

Should you have any questions or concerns in connection with data protection at 
FH Vorarlberg, our internal contact person will be happy to help and is reachable by 
email at datenschutz@fhv.at.  

 
Version: 09/03/2022 

mailto:info@fhv.at
mailto:datenschutz@fhv.at
mailto:datenschutz@fhv.at
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